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Rich 1980
it is said that a mirror can trap a person s soul martin williams is a broke two bit screenwriter living
in hollywood but when he finds the very mirror that once hung in the house of a murdered 1930s child star
he happily spends all he has on it he has long obsessed over the tragic story of boofuls a beautiful and
successful actor who was slaughtered and dismembered by his grandmother however he soon discovers that
this dream buy is in fact a living nightmare the mirror was not only in boofuls house but witness to the
death of this blond haired and angelic child which in turn has created a horrific and devastating portal
to a hellish parallel universe so when martin s landlord loses his grandson it is soon apparent that the
mirror is responsible but if a little boy has gone into the mirror what on earth is going to come out

Mirror 2011-07-07
an ancient vengeful spirit attempts to return through the body of a terrified young woman in this horror
classic by an award winning master of the genre rocky mountain news phony psychic and conman harry erskine
never really believed in the occult until karen tandy approached him with a rapidly growing tumor on her
neck complaining of dark and disturbing dreams when the mass is revealed by doctors to contain something
living the stakes skyrocket not only for karen and harry but for all humanity something terrible is
returning from the shadows to which it has been confined for centuries a native american monstrosity
determined to destroy every vestige of the white race that oppressed and preyed upon america s indians and
unless a motley group of ill prepared defenders can harness an ancient native magic there will be no
stopping the malevolent shaman s terrible rebirth and no escaping the wholesale carnage it will engender
the manitou introduced the great graham masterton to the canon of horror instantly placing him among the
genre s elite a longtime favorite for its bold originality unrelenting creepiness supernatural shocks and
otherworldly surprises that would have made h p lovecraft proud masterton s classic continues to stand
tall alongside stephen king s carrie peter straub s ghost story and other unforgettable literary horror
debuts

The Manitou 2014-05-27
masterton turns in another top notch performance this is an excellent horror story with an added dimension
an extra layer of suspense booklist starred review michael spencer is involved in a car crash that kills
his girlfriend he wakes to find himself in the hospital of a small town in montana there he convalesces
and gradually becomes acquainted with the local community most of whom seem to be clever and charming
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although some are arrogant and difficult to get on with in particular he forms a relationship with a smart
and pretty local girl he learns that he has been in a coma for weeks and that his friend s remains have
already been sent back to california for cremation he keeps in touch with his family through emails and
phone calls as time goes by however and he gradually recovers his mobility he begins to notice odd things
about the community people disappear without explanation and nobody ever mentions them again strangers
come and go on a regular basis but the local people seem to ignore them he is about to leave and go back
home when his new girlfriend disappears he stays to investigate he gradually begins to come to the
terrible conclusion that he is actually dead and that everybody in the town knows that he is no more than
a ghost the truth however is far more shocking

Community 2013-09-01
first published in 1991 this is the story of new york city friday night untouched by anything visible mrs
greenberg s furniture starts to slide across the room and however hard she tries she can t move it back
harry erskine self taught fortune teller agrees to investigate but soon realises that mrs greenberg s
moving furniture is just the beginning of a nightmare for it is being drawn by the same inexorable force
which drags us all to the grave city by city america is on the brink of falling into the abyss women and
children streets and buildings one and all brought thundering and screaming into the dominion of the dead

Burial 2012-10-22
the quaint little seaside town of granitehead seemed like a perfect place for john and jane trenton to
start their life together but disaster strikes and jane and their unborn child are killed john s grief is
total so when he starts to see the ghostly apparition of his wife he almost welcomes this supernatural
phenomenon yet all is not what it seems and this sinister spirit is not jane but something altogether evil
and terrifying in a bid to rid himself of this horrific spectre he soon finds that many more in the town
have been victims of unwanted visitations and when he discovers the body of a local busybody impossibly
impaled on a still hanging chandelier he knows something must be done but how do you kill the undead as he
searches for an explanation he uncovers a link to a mysterious ship lost around the time of the nearby
salem witch trials for three centuries the rotting wreck of the david dark has lain beneath waves but an
awful secret is concealed in the chill waters
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The Pariah 2011-07-07
edgar award finalist a demon possessed house in san francisco is out to devour the world in this horror
tale by the acclaimed author of the manitou a desperate and terrified old man appears at the office of
john hyatt at the san francisco department of sanitation with a chilling complaint his house seymour
willis insists is breathing hyatt suspects a rat infestation but the truth is worse much worse an ancient
demon out of darkest native american folklore lives within the walls and floorboards of willis s home an
all powerful malevolent being determined to break free and wreak havoc on the city by the bay soon a tiny
cadre of believers in the impossible including hyatt willis and a native american shaman hold the fate of
all humanity in their hands the monster s hunger for blood and flesh is insatiable and it is determined to
escape its prison and become whole and once it does the entire world will be its feeding ground a haunted
house story like no other a gory and terrifying tale of demonic possession this award winning supernatural
thriller by the acclaimed author of the manitou provides substantial chills on every page a tale of
unrelenting terror reminiscent of the works of h p lovecraft graham masterton s charnel house will haunt
your dreams long after you ve turned the final page

Charnel House 2016-06-07
three nightmare inducing classics of contemporary horror from the award winning master of the genre rocky
mountain news as the living inheritor of the realm of edgar allan poe graham masterton takes his place
alongside stephen king and peter straub in the canon of contemporary horror authors here are three of his
most memorable novels all steeped in supernatural shocks lovecraftian creepiness and masterton s own
boldly original vision san francisco chronicle the manitou a tumor growing on the back of a young woman s
neck is in fact a vengeful spirit attempting to reenter the world this acclaimed debut novel was adapted
into a film starring tony curtis susan strasberg and burgess meredith a chilling tale kirkus reviews
charnel house in this edgar award finalist a house in san francisco is possessed by an ancient demon with
an insatiable hunger for blood as it threatens to escape from its prison the hapless homeowner a civil
servant and a native american shaman are the only ones who can stop it a horror stalwart masterton is
capable of conjuring a spooky atmosphere and evoking chills from understated terrors publishers weekly the
hymn in this masterwork of supernatural suspense a man haunted by his fiancée s suicide investigates a
mysterious rash of sacrificial deaths in california and descends into a nightmare world of paranormal
cults and nazi terror originally published as the burning
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The Graham Masterton Collection Volume One 2018-05-15
gideon lake a successful composer is immediately smitten by kate solway who lives below him they begin a
passionate affair and kate invites him to europe so that they can be together without her husband finding
out but when gideon witnesses all kinds of strange and terrifying events he soon realizes that nothing in
kate s world is what it seems gideon must work out who and what kate really is and what she wants from him

Ikon 1984
two chillingly ingenious horror novels from the award winning author of the manitou and the living
inheritor of the realm of edgar allan poe san francisco chronicle graham masterton has always been in the
premier league of horror scribes alongside such luminaries as stephen king and peter straub publishers
weekly here are two of masterton s most strikingly original novels where the horrors of history wreak
demonic evil on the present day the devil in gray in richmond virginia a bizarre and brutal serial killer
is somehow entering locked rooms mutilating victims and disappearing without a trace and a homicide
detective s sanity is tested as he tracks a murderer beyond the human capacity for evil the devils of d
day in a french village an american surveyor discovers an abandoned nazi tank when he unseals its hatch a
demonic force is released into the world and a new global war threatens to drag mankind to the gates of
hell

Ghost Music 2013-12-01
in a town where confederate blood still flows a serial killer is on the loose one so evil he s no longer
human america s civil war left wounds on the land that bled for over a century and perhaps something even
more terrible that will never heal a man on the edge haunted by a recent personal tragedy homicide
detective martin decker has been assigned to investigate a bizarre series of gruesome and seemingly random
mutilation murders plaguing richmond virginia a serial killer is somehow finding his way into locked rooms
to butcher his victims before vanishing without a trace and the only witness is a young woman with down
syndrome who claims to have seen the man responsible for the horrific carnage but the bloody trail is
leading decker to a place where his sanity will be sorely tested and where pure evil has given rise to an
unstoppable nightmare of terror and death this gripping masterwork of horror fiction from graham masterton
the award winning author of the manitou takes horror to a breathtaking new level a story not for the faint
of heart the devil in gray is a stunningly original tale of terror one of the very best from an
acknowledged giant of the genre
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The Graham Masterton Collection Volume Two 2018-05-29
a helicopter crashes with a young judge and his family onboard the wreckage reveals his and his wife s
mutilated bodies but not their daughter s an insurance investigator attempts to resolve this bizarre case
and in the process he discovers a merciless race of beings who never sleep

The Devil in Gray 2016-06-07
whatever you do don t look up nathan underhill is right out at the cutting edge of stem cell research
attempting to recreate mythological creatures in order to cure medical conditions like alzheimer s and ms
after five years of research however his latest experiment fails and he loses his funding but when his
wife grace loses an elderly patient in unusual circumstances nathan suspects that somebody has succeeded
in breeding mythical hybrids the couple discover that doctor zauber owner of the local care home has
brought to life one of the most dangerous creatures of medieval times the basilisk which could reputedly
kill any living thing with a single stare after grace narrowly escapes being killed and is put into a coma
nathan is faced with an impossible dilemma lose grace for ever or enter into an unholy alliance with
zauber to breed more mythological beasts at the cost of many more human lives praise for graham masterton
one of the most original and frightening storytellers of our time peter james suspenseful and tension
filled all the finesse of a master storyteller guardian one of britain s finest horror writers daily mail

The Sleepless 1993-01-01
two women cannot escape the tragic death of their younger sister whose ghost is returning to torture new
victims

Basilisk 2024-07-04
they were shrewd and uncompromising the watsons and all the arrogance and acumen with which old tom watson
had built up the family s banking business was there in his children and grandchildren their methods were
as aggressive as their lifestyle was opulent and they could stab each other in the back or drive a
competitor to ruin as calmly as a bank clerk counting out change in time their empire was to encompass the
great financial capitals of the world as it grew so too did their power and influence first published in
1984 lady of fortune is the story of the watson family and of the remarkable woman at its head graham
masterton has created a pulsating saga of seven decades of ambition and ruthlessness of public feuding and
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private passions of a will to succeed so powerful that not even the ties of kinship could hope to contain
it

Spirit 2011
a mesmerizing new story from the master of supernatural horror ruth cutter juggles family life with her
career as a top arson investigator but a series of horrific fires leaves her baffled the victims seem to
have nothing in common except the unnatural intensity of the fire that engulfed them and the creepy kid
who haunts each crime scene but these are no ordinary fires can ruth overcome her scepticism in time to
save her family and avert the coming apocalypse

Lady of Fortune 2013-02-25
the girl who teetered out of the doorway was exactly who they were looking for ds katie maguire and her
team are stretched to their limit a gang of dognappers is terrorising cork the city s drug trade is at an
all time high now they have a missing girl to find too and all in the glare of the media spotlight as
katie closes in on the truth she realises that the three cases might be connected but with every second
she spends investigating the clock ticks on for the missing girl trapped in a living death what people are
saying about living death riveted from start to finish a first class detection novel amazing the man is a
genius as always brilliant

Fire Spirit 2011-04-01
a collection of short stories from the master of spine chilling terror the secretary seeking a
cosmopolitan lifestyle in europe s most sophisticated city the architect whose secret life is about to
become all too public the delighted beneficiary of a superb inheritance all very different people trying
to make the best of their ordinary lives but all of them will turn out to have something in common when
they are thrown in at the deep end in situations that will turn on its head everything they have ever
taken for granted when drowning in a puddle becomes a real danger when an imaginary friend becomes a
terrifying threat when the gift of a lifetime turns out to have come from a formidable and less than
friendly source only then will the cast of characters in this deeply chilling collection of stories begin
to understand what the feeling of fear really means
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Living Death 2016-06-01
are you brave enough to discover what figures of fear haunt the imagination of the master of modern horror
library journal from the beginning of history men and women have been haunted by figures of fear and now
in his latest short story collection award winning horror writer graham masterton reveals the figures that
haunt his own imagination and keep him awake at night figures of fear presents eleven stories introducing
eleven new evils guaranteed to unsettle and disturb meet the little girl whose mother is keeping something
important from her with fearful results tremble at the artist who can see the future and prevent it at a
price beware of the dark and the evil that lurks within it tremble and hide at the sound of the jingle
bells do figures of fear really bring bad luck or are they nothing more than stories only you can figure
out how fearful you are

Feelings of Fear 2011-09-28
while investigating the death of his fiance a7e who burned herself to death with a smile on her face lloyd
denman learns that she has become a salamander a creature of fire and smoke made flesh reprint

Figures of Fear 2015-03-01
a divorced man with a young son takes a job restoring a seaside house that used to be an orphanage but
there s something in the attic of fortyfoot house something that scampers and scratches something with fur
something far more terrifying than a rat one thing is for certain it is a house with a dark unthinkable
secret that threatens to send david s world hurtling into a living nightmare

The Burning 1992
somewhere in the city of cork a woman s cry echoes through the rainy streets on a bloodstained mattress in
a grimy flat a burly man lies dead a terrified girl kneels over his body she has been trapped here for
three days it doesn t take ds katie maguire long to identify the murder victim he s a cruel and powerful
pimp she s been trying to convict for years it s katie s job to catch the killer but with men like this
dead the city is safer and so are the frightened young women who are trafficked into cork when a second
pimp is horrifically murdered katie must decide should she do her job or follow her conscience should she
allow the killer to strike again
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Prey 1999-11
a shocking horror story of religion mystery and cannibalism when a restaurant critic and his son visit the
little town of allen s corners in rural connecticut they are in for a shock in the mood to try something
different they stop at le reposoir unaware that most of the meals on the menu are not the a la carte range
they re used to because allen s corner has a secret a secret that will eat you alive one of the most
original and frightening storytellers of our time peter james a true master of horror james herbert

Red Light 2014-06-05
fortnight of fear is one of five in a series of fearsome and frightening collections of short stories in
this volume of fourteen graham masterton will catch your imagination and terrify you until dawn

Ritual 2017-05-18
evil is reborn no one believed little toby fenner when he described the man in his wardrobe a man whose
face seemed to grow from the very wood people smiled when toby insisted he heard voices begging him for
help until one day toby woke up as someone else and by then things had gone too far to stop the return of
a timeless malignant force with a burning mission of revenge the manitou had been vanquished once before
this time he would not fail this time evil returned triumphant graham masterton s the manitou marked a
milestone in leading occult bestsellers now the acclaimed master of horror has returned with a spine
tingling sequel steeped in blood chilling terror one of the most original and frightening storytellers of
our time peter james a true master of horror james herbert

Fortnight of Fear 2013-08-20
in the late 1800s a determined young man from new york finding himself suddenly poverty stricken decides
to seek his fortune in san francisco by building a railroad through the impenetrable sierra nevada
mountains

Revenge of the Manitou 2017-07-14
unsealing the hatch of a rusty old wwii tank will unleash a demonic nightmare in this novel by the master
of modern horror library journal thirty five years have passed since the allied invasion of normandy on d
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day turned the tide of world war ii against adolf hitler and the nazi reich and it s been more than three
decades since the residents of the tiny french village of le vey witnessed the horrific slaughter of
hundreds of german soldiers by thirteen black tanks one of the tanks remains on the outskirts of town its
hatch mysteriously sealed trapping its controller inside only to be discovered by american surveyor and
cartographer dan mccook driven by curiosity and an inexplicable compulsion mccook is about to do the
unthinkable and release what lives within the tank upon an unsuspecting world and once the monstrous
occupant reunites with others of its demonic kind a new world war will begin one that threatens to wash
the earth in blood and drag every man woman and child through the fiery gates of hell a chilling and
ingeniously original tale of demonic possession and apocalyptic possibilities the devils of d day is
classic horror at its best from the award winning author of the manitou

Petrified 2024-09-12
confront the power of a spirit betrayed successful realtor lily blake is disturbed in the middle of the
night by two masked men who break into her home and kidnap her two children the fbi can t find them so
lily turns to native american pi john shooks he asks a sioux shaman to summon up the indian spirit wendigo
to find them but lily s firm is trying to sell land that once belonged to the sioux now lily must enter
the destructive cannibalistic world of the wendigo where she will learn that you should never
underestimate the power and force of a spirit betrayed one of the most original and frightening
storytellers of our time peter james a true master of horror james herbert

A Man of Destiny 1981
a journalist is caught up in a deadly game of cat and mouse with a random killer when his father and
girlfriend are killed after investigating he uncovers a further ten people with nothing in common except
they all appear on the sweetman curve a graph invented by a corrupt university professor which can predict
medical life expectancy within a three year bracket unfortunately the graph has fallen into the hands of
the wrong people one of them being a corrupt senator who has powerful financial backing

The Devils of D-Day 2016-06-07
a chilling supernatural tale with an environmental twist from a master of modern horror what would happen
if the water ran out ex marine martin makepeace only learned the truth of the maxim that you don t know
what you have until you lose it the day his wife walked out on him with their two kids now the social
worker does his best to take care of those who need it most but good deeds mean nothing when the water
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just disappears it hasn t rained for months and now in the height of summer the taps run dry and not as
they first suspect because of a burst water main in the deprived areas where martin works the water s been
intentionally cut off and it s his job he discovers to tell the families he cares for not to panic martin
soon has more problems than lack of water his daughter is sick with fever and as riots over bottled water
start martin s teenage son is framed and arrested for a terrible crime soon martin is left with no choice
but to take drastic action to save his family while corrupt politicians try and use the situation to their
advantage with calamitous results another captivating novel from an author who seems to be able to turn
nearly any idea into a compelling story booklist

Edgewise 2017-05-18
julia winward has been missing for nearly a year when her mutilated body is discovered in the thames her
brother josh travels to london from america determined to find out what happened to her during that lost
time but nothing josh discovers makes any sense and he soon unearths a terrible secret julia had been
working for a company that shut down sixty years ago and living at an address that hadn t existed since
world war ii his investigation leads him to ella an eccentric young woman whose psychic abilities plunge
them into a nightmarish alternate reality filled with unspeakable horror first published in 2001 the
doorkeepers is a thriller of horrifying dimensions that will keep you gripped until the last page

The Sweetman Curve 2020-05-14
saga of love and destiny based on the true life story of a storekeeper s daughter from kansas who became a
wealthy socialite and wife of the viceroy of india

Drought 2014-12-20
what happens when the richest nation on god s earth is driven to the outer limits of starvation when the
grain crop failed in kansas it seemed like an isolated incident and no one took much notice except ed
hardesty then the blight spread to california s fruit harvest and from there like wildfire throughout the
nation suddenly america woke up to the fact that her food supplies were almost wiped out her grain
reserves lethally polluted and botulism was multiplying at a horrifying rate
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The Doorkeepers 2012-10-26
katie maguire investigates a bombing targeting descendants of a local ira group in the twelfth instalment
of graham masterton s police procedural series

Empress 1990
why won t you look in the mirror at midnight what are you afraid of your own face or the thought that you
might see something more than your own face something dark and terrible and strange award winning horror
writer graham masterton brings you a collection of fourteen stories as fourteen mirrors reflecting
unimaginable secrets and unknown cruelties look closely and see the tempting face of the girl who refuses
to die look closer still and see the greed filled face of the man who craves the most terrible meal of all
and the ashen grey faces of the men who returned home long after they were buried and if you dare the
heart stopping face of the guardian of the woods

Famine 2020-05-14
first published in 1984 this is the story of how when englishman eyre walker newly arrived in australia
meets the beautiful charlotte lindsay romance quickly blossoms but theirs is a relationship with fatal
consequences when a late night tryst is interrupted by charlotte s irate father walker s young aborigine
servant is brutally killed by guard dogs a man with a conscience walker is anxious to atone for the boy s
death by giving him a proper aboriginal burial and so he begins a marathon journey into the outback to
search for corroboree the gathering of nomadic tribes for the age old ritual the expedition that he mounts
is sponsored by captain sturt a celebrated explorer who believes a huge ocean lies in the middle of
australia but walker finds something else in the middle of that vast continent and the price he must pay
for surviving it will scar him for life

Pay Back The Devil 2024-10-08

Faces of Fear 2012-10-16
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Manitou Man 1998

Corroboree 2011-12-01

Solitaire 1982
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